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Situation
I inherited a very theoretical upper-division prob/stats sequence and
discovered that the students
I hadn’t been learning to use statistical software,
I hadn’t been required do any kind of project, and
I generally didn’t use actual data in a meaningful way.

Problem
How do you introduce data analysis into a “pure” prob/stats sequence
without losing coverage of the theoretical topics?



Mathematical Probability and Statistics 1 & 2

First semester:
I univariate probability
I brief introduction to basic descriptive statistics, regression,

confidence intervals, and hypothesis testing

Second semester:
I multivariate probability
I the rest of statistics: CIs, hypothesis testing, and the theory

behind it all (maximum likelihood estimation, sufficient
statistics, best critical regions, etc.)



Student population

Required for students in:
I math ed (only the 1st semester)
I actuarial science
I mathematical finance

Popular among students in the sciences/economics/CS.



Across the sequence.

First semester:
I Get them used to the idea that the data they will analyze is

real and not a toy data set (and cite sources!)
I Use Excel

Second semester:
I Give them toy data sets only for calculations by hand, and

then only when necessary
I Use R
I Assign a project



During the probability phase

Goal
The students will learn how to utilize data and calculate basic
descriptive statistics in R via homework with minimal class
demonstration.

Week 1 —

Week 2
create and manipulate lists
use summary and boxplot

Week 3
import data
work with a single column of a table
use hist and plot

Week 4
clean up data sets
create subtables

Week 5 —
Week 6 create histograms and a q-q plot to estimate normality



Sample homework problem: Week 2



Sample homework problem: Week 4



During the statistics phase

Goal
The students will learn to carry out statistical tests/regression
analyses in R as demonstrated in class.

Split class examples: first one by hand, then one in R—and post
screenshots to the class website afterwards!



Sample homework problem: Week 8



Now possible: projects!

Goal
Each student will design and carry out their own final project on a
topic that interests them that they can talk about in an interview or
carry over into their workplace.

Week 7: Proposal due, identifying the research question,
statistical method, background sources, and
potential data source

Week 11: Data set due
Week 15 (last day): Poster session and reports due



summary(talk)

To add data analysis to a theoretical statistics course (or a
financial derivatives course, or a stochastic processes course,
or...):
I don’t be afraid to delegate basic descriptive stats to the

homework sets,
I do regression/hypothesis testing/etc. examples in R

during class as well as examples by hand,
I don’t believe you have to give up teaching the theory to do

it, and
I do have faith in your students!

For more details, contact me:

johanna.n.franklin@hofstra.edu

@JohannaF Math (Twitter)


